We live in a culture that promotes options for everything you can
imagine. Go to the grocery store and you will see 20 different kinds
of spaghetti sauce and even more options when it comes to
choosing the right kind of tea. Our culture has become conditioned
to having multiple options which has carried over into the area of
religion. There are numerous religions for one to choose from today
that claim they can fill that “spiritual void.” The Barna Group
released a study that showed the dangerous nature of this trend,
A new nationwide survey indicates that people’s views have changed.
The study discovered that half of all adults now contend that
Christianity is just one of many options that Americans choose from and
that a huge majority of adults pick and choose what they believe rather
than adopt a church or denomination’s slate of beliefs.1
This survey forces the Christian face the reality that one of the most
popular questions among many individuals today is,
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Big Question – Is there only one way to Heaven?
The world believes that it is intolerant for a Christian to declare that
Jesus is the Only Way to eternal life. The average person is
convinced that out of the many man-made philosophies,
theologies, and religions in this life then it is unreasonable to
believe that there is only one truth that leads to eternal life. Jesus
Christ tells us differently as He declares,
John 14:6 – “I am the way, and the truth, and the life. No one
comes to the Father except through me.”
This booklet will provide reasonable evidence to show that Jesus
Christ is the only Way to eternal life as the author of life, the only
Son of God and Savior of the world.

The Law of Non-Contradiction and Truth
There are three important facts about truth that establish the
foundation that Jesus Christ is the only Way to Eternal Life. These
facts are discovered in the Gospel of John,
John 14:4-7 – 4 And you know the way to where I am going.”
5
Thomas said to him, “Lord, we do not know where you are
going. How can we know the way?” 6 Jesus said to him, “I am
the way, and the truth, and the life. No one comes to the Father
except through me. 7 If you had known me, you would have
known my Father also. From now on you do know him and
have seen him.”

Fact #1 – Truth is Absolute not Relative
Many in our world declare that absolute truth cannot be known
rather truth is relative. The argument that all truth is relative
defeats itself because we could not rely on the theory of “relative
truth” if nothing is concrete. This allows man to govern his own life
based on man-made morals versus living by a standard of morals
that has been instituted from beginning of time.
We understand that there is Absolute Truth when we look at the
world of math. We know that (2+2 = 4). It is absolute not relative
even if a person wants it to be relative. Dan Story observes,

Many non-Christians assume that all religions are paths to the same
mountain top, that all religions lead to the Supreme Being and eternal
bliss. The implication is that all religions are equal, similar in their
teachings, and acceptable to God. How could they all be right?
Opposing views cannot all be right. In fact, only one can be right, and
all the rest have to be wrong. Like arithmetic, there is only one correct
answer to any figure, and all others are wrong, no matter how close to
the right answer they may be.2
This is the Law of Non-Contradiction which states that “A” cannot
be “A” and “non-A” at the same time and in the same sense.
Otherwise competing religions cannot claim opposite and
competing truths about Jesus Christ and both religions still be right.
It is a fact that Jesus is the One and Only Savior of the world. He is
not simply one of many options because the evidence points to the
reality that He is the only One that has risen from the grave,
conquered death once and for all, and ascended into heaven. He is
God in the flesh and He came to atone for the sin of mankind.

Fact #2 – Truth Cannot Be Legislated by Man

The second fact observed is that “truth” cannot be legislated by
mankind. There is an absolute truth so it stands to reason that only
the author of that truth has the right to change it.
The moment man attempts to legislate truth and morality, the
culture begins corroding from the inside out. Mankind is bent on
fulfilling his own pleasure. He will pass laws and manipulate truth
to fulfill this pleasure and he distances himself from God, heading
down the path of eternal destruction. It is observed,
1 John 2:15,17 – 15 Do not love the world or the things in the
world. If anyone loves the world, the love of the Father is not
in him…17 And the world is passing away along with its
desires, but whoever does the will of God abides forever.
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God alone has defined the standard of truth through Jesus Christ.
This standard has been written on the heart of mankind since
creation and can be found today in the inspired Word of God.

Fact #3 – Truth Cannot Be Found Apart from Christ
The final fact about “truth” that we understand is that “truth”
cannot be found apart from Jesus Christ. Truth as established by
God is found only in Jesus Christ. This understanding of truth is
life changing for it leads you to the author and sustainer of life. John
Piper observed that understanding truth in this manner is critical
as he states,
It is crystal clear that “the redemption that is in Christ Jesus” is given
by God as the solution for the universal problem of sin. The thought
that there are other saviors or other ways of getting right with God
besides is an imagination of man, not a revelation of God.3

Application for Life
God desires for each person to understand truth in a world of
options. The evidence shows that Jesus Christ is the Only Way,
Truth, and Life. What will you do with this evidence?

§

What would you tell a skeptic about Jesus Christ as the
Only Way, Truth, and Life?

§

How does the “Law of Non-Contradiction” show Christ
as the only Way, Truth, and Life?
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